ICT Tools in Global Citizenship Education
Using ICT Tools for Global Citizenship Education

Reflecting and Assessing Learning
- Poll Everywhere – Interactive Polling
- Plickers – Interactive Assessment
- Seesaw – Student Portfolios

Exploring Viewpoints and Making Connections
- Padlet – idea-generation
- Tricider – Idea-generation & voting
- Flipgrid – video comments/feedback
- Mindmup – Mindmapping

Collaborating and Communicating
- Neopod – Platform for Teaching Online
- Evernote - Online Productivity and Sharing
- AWW App – Collaborative Whiteboard

Responding as Active Global Citizens
- Trello – Project Management
- WeVideo – Collaborative Video
- Storyboard That – Cartoon Strip Creator
Plickers (low-bandwidth poll or quick assessment) on the UNESCO RDTC
Tricider


Sharing ideas, adding arguments/providing feedback, and voting
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